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Quickly know the best time to date, the best day and the best time for a meeting. Very important as
the Chinese lunar calandar is the basis of the zodiac that guides people to get the best fortune.
Features: -Chinese Horoscope -Horoscope of Eastern and Western Zodiac -Lunar Calendar with
different Chinese year calendar (13 years of the lunar calendar and common years of the Western
calendar) -Lunar Calendar with the year of the common years of the western calendar and the year
of the lunar calendar -Calculation of the highest and lowest dates of each year -Visible lunar
calendar and zodiac signs -Advance search in the lunar calendar -Tracking the sunrise, sunset and
moonrise and moonset -Possibility to add up to 300 entries per year in the lunar calendar -
Meaningful and beautiful presentation with graphs -You can choose to view the lunar calendar
between the years 1900 to 2100 in both Chinese and Western calendar -It is possible to see in which
month or year of the common calendar an event will occur -If you have any enquiries, suggestions or
feedback, you can leave a comment in our contact form. Do you want to be able to quickly know the
best day and time for various events? Is it important to you to know when you can ask a co-worker
for a holiday or to know when you should go to the hairdresser? Do you want to find out when your
birthday is or when your life will be filled with good fortune? Do you want to take the time to learn
what the Chinese calendar can do for you? If so, this program is for you. This program contains both
a Western and a Chinese calendar. The Chinese calendar is the basis for the zodiac that guides
people to get the best fortune. In this program, the Chinese lunar calandar with the year of the
common years of the Western calendar and the year of the lunar calendar is displayed. A lunar
calendar that has been able to meet all your requirements. What is in the program: -Use the Chinese
calendar to quickly know when events will occur -Use the Western calendar to know the best day
and time for various events -Chinese Horoscope -Horoscope of Eastern and Western Zodiac -Lunar
Calendar with different Chinese year calendar (13 years of the lunar calendar and common years of
the Western calendar) -Lunar Calendar with the year
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The default Chinese calendar is in Gregorian Calendar. The year of chinese Lunar Calendar starts
from Qiang-Sheng, which is the first month of the year. To find out the days of Chinese calendar for
any date, you may use this program to find out how many days are there until, or after, any given
date. It also generates a Horoscope for the day/year of Chinese calendar you selected. Why would
you ever need such a program? If you are planning a vacation, or even just need to know the days of
Chinese Lunar Calendar to schedule a wedding with your Chinese friend, this program is for you.
But if you are just curious, then you can use this program to understand the Chinese Lunar Calendar
better. This is a simple, but useful program. It is compatible with all Windows platforms (XP, Vista,
7, and 8). There are Chinese calendars included. The program also displays Chinese and western
Horoscopes. The output is customizable. The input can be any date between 0 and 2100, or you may
also use our built-in calendar to select a year/month/date. 只读集成时间转换（Chinese, English, French,
German, Greek, Italian, Spanish, Korean, Japanese and Russian）程序用于转换时间以计算年、月、日、周、星期、日期等。时间转换还
具有单词提示。以等级级别时候，可以通过输入时间的可视化数据来调试。 This program provides a simple interface that will help you
calculate the time for any date (year, month, day, week, etc), or translate any time into a calendar
that is localized for a Chinese, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Spanish, or Korean
environment. In addition, the program can provide a word reminder for the time you want to
convert. Also, you can use this program to experiment with the different visualizations of a time
string (e.g., visual 2edc1e01e8
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******************************************************************************** Features: 1. Convert
Chinese Lunar Calendar to Western Calendar 2. Chinese/Western Horoscope 3. Output
Chinese/Western Calendar Dates
******************************************************************************** Instructions: 1. Press
"Calculate" to start 2. Press the corresponding number (in the "Data" column) to launch the number
of desired conversion. 3. Press the corresponding "Calculate" button to start the conversion. 4. When
you've done, press the "View" button to view the results. 5. Press the "Exit" button to end the
program. ******************************************************************************** -Alas and
alack, all good things must come to an end. I will retire this program. I hope it helps you all. -
Sincerely, -Deshi ********************************************************************************
Permission is granted to anyone to use this program for his/her own personal use. But a single time
usage and a credit back are required.
=============================================================
================ -About this program: Some sites claim that I infringe their copyright. That
is a lie. My program was created by me and has been modified. I distribute this program for free and
it has my permission to use. If you have any questions, then e-mail me. -Availability: FREE, no cost,
no charges, 100% free. It is available for Windows XP/Windows 2000/Windows NT/Windows
98/Windows ME/Windows 95. -Release date: June, 2nd, 2006 -About me: I'm a computer
programmer and a teacher. All my life I've been interested in math, science, and languages. I enjoy
working with computers and helping people get the best possible results from their computers.
******************************************************************************** Note: My address is:
e-mail: tarkhankhan@yahoo.com
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Additional Notes: Update History: See Also: A toolkit to help you write scripts that
play sound or music, the AppleScript project includes functions for calling media on iOS and OS X.It
comes with hundreds of sample scripts, which you can use to get started quickly. If you need
something special, the script is usually available, or easy to figure out.All the music files in the
AppleScript resource are free. However, many of the scripts require some registration to download
the
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